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ABSTRACT

A food product slicer includes a carriage assembly is mounted to the base for reciprocal movement back and forth past a cutting edge of a knife. An adjustable gauge plate provides variable slice thickness for food product carried by the carriage assembly. During automatic slicing, when the gauge plate is moved from the open position to the closed position, a slicer controller automatically shuts down the carriage drive in a controlled manner that causes the carriage to stop at its most forward position.
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FOOD PRODUCT SLICER WITH GAUGE PLATE BASED SHUTDOWN OPERATION

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Application No. 60/990,480 filed Nov. 27, 2007 and herein incorporated by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This application relates generally to food product slicers of the type commonly used to slice bulk food products and, more specifically, to a shutdown operation initiated by closure of the gauge plate of a food product slicer.

BACKGROUND

Typical reciprocating food slicers have a rotatable, circular or disc-like slicing blade, an adjustable gauge plate for determining the thickness of the slice and a carriage for supporting the food as it is moved back and forth past the cutting edge of the knife during slicing. A drive motor is typically linked to drive the carriage back and forth during an automatic slicing operation carried out by a controller of the slicer. The gauge plate is situated along the edge of the knife toward the front of a slicing stroke and is laterally movable with respect to the knife for determining the thickness of the slices to be cut. A mechanism such as an adjustment knob for setting a spacing between the plane of the gauge plate surface and the plane of the knife edge for the purpose of slicing is also typically provided so that operators can select a thickness of slices to be produced. Movement of the gauge plate is generally a linear movement of the plane of the gauge plate relative to the plane of the knife edge. Thus, movement of the gauge plate handle can be considered to move the gauge plate in a manner to make slice thickness adjustments. The gauge plate has a “closed” position in which the position of the gauge plate is such that slices will not be cut even if the carriage and associated food product are moved back and forth past the knife. When the gauge plate is “open” a range of positions provide for slices of varying thickness.

In prior slicers, when the gauge plate of an automatic food slicer was closed from its open position, the knife motor was shut OFF and the food carriage transport system was stopped immediately (e.g., drive motor shut off), such that the carriage could potentially stop at any point along the stroke length without regard for the then current direction of travel of the carriage.

SUMMARY

In one aspect, a food product slicer includes a base and a knife mounted for rotation relative to the base. A carriage assembly is mounted to the base for reciprocal movement back and forth past a cutting edge of the knife. An adjustable gauge plate is mounted for movement between a closed or zero position that prevents slicing and multiple open positions that permit slicing at respective thicknesses. During an automatic slicing operation the carriage is automatically driven back and forth past the knife to slice food product loaded on the carriage. During automatic slicing, when the gauge plate is moved from the open position to the closed position, a slicer controller automatically shuts down the carriage drive in a controlled manner that causes the carriage to stop at its most forward position.

In another aspect a method is provided for operating a slicer of the type including a rotatable knife, a carriage assembly mounted for reciprocal movement back and forth past a cutting edge of the knife, the carriage assembly having a full stroke length that extends from a most forward position toward a front side of the base and an end of stroke turnaround position toward a rear side of the base, a drive for automatically moving the carriage for automated food product slicing, and a gauge plate having closed and open positions. The method involves: automatically moving the carriage assembly back and forth for automated slicing while the gauge plate is open; detecting closure of the gauge plate; responsive to detected closure of the gauge plate, automatically effecting a shutdown operation during which the drive is controlled to bring the carriage assembly to a stop at a location substantially corresponding to the most forward position of the carriage assembly.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a right side elevation of a slicer;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a gauge plate system; and
FIG. 3 is a schematic depiction of a control system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring to FIG. 1, a food product slicer 50 includes a housing or base 52 and a circular, motor-driven slicing knife 54 that is mounted to the housing for rotation about an axis 55. The left side of FIG. 1 is generally referred to as the front side of the slicer (which is where an operator stands for slicing), the right side of FIG. 1 is generally referred to as the rear side of the slicer and FIG. 1 depicts a right side view of the slicer. A food product can be supported on a manually operable food carriage 56 which moves the food product to be sliced past the cutting edge 57 of the rotating slicing knife 54. The food carriage 56 reciprocates from left to right relative to FIG. 1, along a linear path so that the lower end of the bulk food product slides along the surface of the gauge plate 70, is cut by the knife 54 and then slides along a knife cover plate 72. Food carriage 56 includes a tray mounted on a tray arm 58 that orients the food carriage tray at the appropriate angle (typically perpendicular) to the cutting edge plane. The food carriage reciprocates in a slot 64 at a lower portion of the housing 52 and a handle 66 is mounted to the food carriage 56. The handle is graspable by a user and can be used to manually move the food carriage. The carriage may also be automatically driven (e.g., as by a motor drive or other prime mover). A handle or knob 74 for adjusting the gauge plate to control slice thickness is also shown.

The illustrated position of the food carriage 56 is the most forward or front position relative to the slicer knife 54, typically the starting position for a slicing stroke. This position is also sometimes referred to as the home position of the carriage. The most rearward or stroke turnaround position is at the opposite side of the slicer knife.

Repeatability of slice thickness is the control of slice thickness within a similar product, for example, if a particular machine slices ham at index setting of 4, on the adjustment knob, and that thickness is desirable, the next time a customer comes back to have more ham sliced and that the index is set on 4 it will cut the same thickness. This theory will also apply from machine to machine repeatability. Prior techniques provided repeatability within a certain degree but not as consistent as desired. The machine to machine repeatability was generally not present.
Referring to FIG. 2, where a portion of the slicer housing is shown as 100, a gauge plate system includes rotatable handle assembly with handle 74. The housing 100 includes a zero position indicator 102 and the handle assembly includes a corresponding zero position indicator 104. Though not shown, the handle assembly will typically include other thickness indicators, such as visible numbers and/or a series of hash marks etc. to which an operator can refer when selecting a desired slice thickness. Internal of the slicer a slide rod 106 is fixed to the slicer base (e.g., by fasteners through end openings of the slide rod). An index slider 108 includes mount brackets 110 with openings therethrough enabling the index slider to move along the length of the slide rod 106. The gauge plate 70 is connected to the index slider 108 via an intermediate plate 112. In normal slicer operation the position of the intermediate plate 112 relative to the index slider 108 is fixed. The handle 74 is linked with the index slider 108 such that rotation of the handle 74 causes the index slider to move axially along the slide rod 106. The axis 114 of the slide rod is arranged such that movement of the index slider 108 causes the plane of the gauge plate to move relative to the knife edge cutting plane in a desired manner to adjust slice thickness. Numerous variations for the gauge plate adjustment mechanism exist.

An exemplary slicer control system is illustrated in FIG. 3, and includes a controller 100 (e.g., processor based controller and associated printed circuit board), a slicer knife motor 102, a carriage drive motor 104 and associated position sensing system 106. In one embodiment the carriage drive motor 104 may be a linear motor with one part connected directly to the carriage, and the sensing system 106 may be a linear encoder arrangement and/or one or more position switches such as end of stroke and start of stroke switches. In another embodiment the carriage drive motor 104 may be a rotary motor linked to the carriage through a belt or multi-linkage drive system, and the encoder arrangement may be a rotary encoder. Other carriage drive systems are contemplated. As shown, a sensor 108 for determining whether the gauge plate is in the closed position is also provided. The sensor 108 may detect the actual gauge plate closed position (e.g., by mechanical closure of a switch contacted by the plate or by the plate triggering an optical or magnetic sensor), or may detect the corresponding closed or zero position of some other component of the gauge plate adjustment assembly (e.g., the adjustment handle or some other moving component of the assembly).

The slicer may be automatic only, or may include both manual and automatic modes. During automatic slicing, the drive motor 104 moves the carriage back and forth past the slicer knife to repeatedly slice food product loaded on the carriage, with the thickness of slices determined by the open position of the gauge plate. When the gauge plate of the food slicer is closed from its open position, the control system operates such that the food carriage tray will automatically return to its most forward or home position (e.g., by continuing to energize the carriage drive motor in a controlled manner while tracking carriage position and then turning OFF the carriage drive motor). The knife motor will be turned OFF immediately or after it has timed out (e.g., after shut down of the carriage drive motor, simultaneous with shut down of the carriage drive motor, or even before shut down of the carriage drive motor).

The action of closing the food slicer gauge plate is typically an action taken when food slicing has been completed. The benefit of automatically returning the food product carriage back to the most forward or home position is that an operational step is eliminated before loading or unloading food product to or from the carriage tray and/or to prepare for a next slicing operation (e.g., typically the operator pulls the carriage to the most forward position for loading and unloading of bulk food product before beginning a next slicing operation).

In one embodiment, the controller effects gradual decrease in drive motor energization magnitude and/or drive motor energization time during the shutdown operation to bring the carriage assembly to a controlled stop at the most forward position. In one implementation, the controller controls motor energization to bring the carriage assembly to a stop in accordance with a predefined speed reduction profile, such as a sinusoidal speed reduction profile.

In one embodiment, which may or may not be combined with the speed reduction profile technique, the controller may simply complete the then current slice and returnrecirculation that is in process when the gauge plate is closed. For example, if the gauge plate is closed during a slicing direction movement of the carriage, the motor is controlled such that the carriage completes the slicing movement to the end of stroke turnaround position, turns around and then returns and stops at the most forward position. On the other hand, if the gauge plate is closed during the return movement of the carriage, the motor is controlled such that the carriage simply completes the return movement all the way to the most forward position.

The controller may be configured such that once the shutdown operation is started by gauge plate closure, the shutdown operation will complete even if the gauge plate is subsequently opened again before the carriage assembly comes to a stop at the most forward position. It is to be clearly understood that the above description is intended by way of illustration and example only and is not intended to be taken by way of limitation. Variations are possible.

What is claimed is:

1. A food product slicer, comprising:
   a base;
   a knife mounted for rotation relative to the base;
   a carriage assembly mounted to the base for reciprocal movement back and forth past a cutting edge of the knife, the carriage assembly having a full stroke length that extends from a most forward position toward a front side of the base and a end of stroke turnaround position toward a rear side of the base;
   a drive for automatically moving the carriage for automated food product slicing;
   a carriage position sensing arrangement for determining position of the carriage assembly;
   an adjustable gauge plate mounted for movement between a closed position that prevents slicing and multiple open positions that permit slicing at respective thicknesses;
   a member for varying position of the gauge plate between the closed and open positions;
   a gauge plate closure sensing arrangement for detecting whether the gauge plate is in the closed position; and
   a controller operatively connected with the drive, the carriage position sensing arrangement and the gauge plate closure sensing arrangement, the controller configured such that, during movement of the carriage assembly for automated slicing, and upon the gauge plate closure sensing arrangement detecting that the gauge plate is in the closed position, the controller initiates a shutdown operation and effects operation of the drive to bring the carriage assembly to a stop at a location substantially corresponding to the most forward position of the carriage assembly.
2. The slicer of claim 1 wherein the controller is configured such that the controller monitors input from the carriage position sensing arrangement during the shutdown operation.

3. The slicer of claim 1 wherein the gauge plate closure sensing arrangement comprises one of a mechanical sensor, an optical sensor or a magnetic sensor.

4. The slicer of claim 2 wherein the drive includes a motor, the controller controls motor energization to bring the carriage assembly to a stop at a location substantially corresponding to the most forward position of the carriage assembly.

5. The slicer of claim 4 wherein the controller effects gradual decrease in motor energization magnitude during the shutdown operation.

6. The slicer of claim 4 wherein the controller effects gradual decrease in motor energization magnitude during the shutdown operation.

7. The slicer of claim 4 wherein the controller controls motor energization and motor energization time during the shutdown operation.

8. The slicer of claim 4 wherein the controller is configured such that, once the shutdown operation has begun, if the gauge plate is moved to the open position the shutdown operation will continue and complete.

9. The slicer of claim 4 wherein the controller controls motor energization to bring the carriage assembly to a stop in accordance with a predefined speed reduction profile.

10. The slicer of claim 9 wherein the predetermined speed reduction profile is a sinusoidal speed reduction profile.

11. The slicer of claim 1 wherein the shutdown operation the controller effects operation of the drive to bring the carriage assembly to a stop at a location substantially corresponding to the most forward position of the carriage assembly at the end of a then current slice and return reciprocation operation.

12. A food product slicer, comprising:
a base;
a knife mounted for rotation relative to the base;
a carriage assembly mounted to the base for reciprocal movement back and forth past a cutting edge of the knife, the carriage assembly having a full stroke length that extends from a most forward position toward a front side of the base and an end of stroke turnaround position toward a rear side of the base;

a drive for automatically moving the carriage for automated food product slicing;
a carriage position sensing arrangement for determining position of the carriage assembly;
a gauge plate closure sensing arrangement for movement between a closed position that prevents slicing and multiple open positions that permit slicing at respective thicknesses;
a member for varying position of the gauge plate between the closed and open positions;
a gauge plate closure sensing arrangement for detecting whether the gauge plate is in the closed position; and

a controller operatively connected with the drive, the carriage position sensing arrangement and the gauge plate closure sensing arrangement, the controller configured such that, during movement of the carriage assembly for automated slicing, and upon the gauge plate closure sensing arrangement detecting that the gauge plate is in the closed position, the controller responsive initiates a shutdown operation and effects operation of the drive to bring the carriage assembly to a stop at a predefined location.

* * * * *